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ABSTRACT 

The usual introduction of higher-order mode-coupling 
terms in the description of turbulent collisions beyond 
usual Renormalized Quasi-Linear approximation (RQL) is briefly 
analyzed. 

Here new results are derived in the framework of the general 
kinetic theory, and the equivalence is proved with the long 
time limit of simple results deduced from the Vlasov equation. 
The correction to the RQL turbulent collision term is analyzed 
and a new approximation is proposed. 

Turbulent collisions are also described by perturbation 
around the Lagrangian autocorrelation of fluctuating fields. 
For an homogeneous turbulence, however, the asymptotic inte
gral of this Lagrangian autocorrelation vanishes identically, 
similarly to what occurs in Brownian motion. For inhomogeneous 
turbulence this method can nevertheless be used, and higher-
order mode-coupling terms can be interpreted as a shielding 
of elementary Lagrangian turbulent collisions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In plasma and fluid turbulence, the main average 
effect of the fluctuations consists to enhance(or replace) the 
role of particle collisions and to enhance consequently the 
transport processes ( turbulent diffusion, turbulent viscosity, 
a.s.o. . . . ) . The origine of such phenomena is generally referred 
to as "turbulent collisions". 

The starting point of theoretical descriptions are 
the Navier-Stokes equation for the macroscopic description of 
fluids, and the Kllmontovich equation for the microscopic 
description of plasmas. The latter reduces to the Vlasov equa
tion in the case of "collisionless" plasmas, which behave like 
an incompressible fluid in phase space. 

The most widely used among the theoretical descrip
tions of such processes are the Direct Interaction Approximation 
(DIA) introduced by Kraichnan in fluid turbulence, and the 
Renormalized Quasi-Linear (RQL) approximation introduced by 
Dupree and Weinstock in plasma turbulence. Both approximations 
have been shown to be analoguous.Ill 

Similar formalisms can thus be used to describe 
both kind of turbulence, and we will adopt here the language 
of plasma physics. The results can immediately be translated 
in the fluid language by replacing electric field fluctuations 
by pressure gradient fluctuations 

Turbulent collisions effects are described in RQL 
or DIA approximations by means of a Lagrangian correlation of 
fluctuating fields between two points which are separated in 
space and in time. These distances in space and in time are 
are actually related to each other by a complicated trajectory 
which involves all the dynamical problem; in RQL or DIA this 
trajectory reduces to an average diffusive trajectory. 
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The purpose of the present work is to analyse the 
effects of higher mode coupling terms on this approximate 
description. Dupree for instance has introduced so-called 
'Beta terms"in plasma turbulence, the role of which is to 
ensure energy conservation to a higher degree of precision. 
Such terms have been proved to be important in drift wave 
turbulence /2/. 

The introduction of such higher order corrections 
has however been made in a rather intuitive manner : a simpli
fied approach is presented in Section II. Here we derive new 
results for turbulent collisions by using a general kinetic 
formulation of plasma turbulence (Section III). Moreover we 
prove that these higher order corrections already appears 
from the non-linear dynamics, even when the non-linearity 
introduced by Poisson equation is not yet taken into account: 
they cannot thus be reduced to self-consistency effects only. 

Our main result (Eg. III.14) consists to describe 
the deviation of the turbulent collision term from its RQL 
or DIA approximation in an exact way. This deviation involves 
a generalisation of the Beta terms introduced by Dupree, which 
includes here all higher order mode-coupling terms. A new 
approximation is proposed in Eg. (III.20) which goes beyond 
the RQL description; an approximate treatment of this equation 
is left for a future work. 

Another approach is presented in Section IV, which 
uses a simple non kinetic treatment of the Vlasov equation. 
Although the resulting expression involves four main contributions 
(Eq. IV.24), we have been able to prove that in the kinetic 
regime an unexpected cancellation occurs between the last two 
contributions, and we recover the general result of the kinetic 
formulation. 

The consequences of this cancellation are examined 
in Section V where we focus our attention on a quantity C L 

defined as the infinite time integral of the Lagrangian 
autocorrelation of fluctuating fields. Exactly like in the 
classical case of Brownian motion, we demonstrate here that 
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in an asymptotic description, C. goes to zero for an horuo-
geneous and stationnary turbulence. Of course, when different 
scales can be introduced to describe the fluctuations, the 
Lagrangian correlation of the small-scale fluctuations remain 
inhomogeneous and non-stationnary, and this avoids the 
corresponding C£ to vanish In the asymptotic case. In such 
a scaling description of turbulence, C° can be used as a bare 
description of the turbulent collision : higher order mode-
coupling terms then will introduce a dynamical shielding effect 
This description will be developed in a subsequent work where 
an explicit calculation of the intrinsic or shielded turbulent 
collision will be performed. 
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II. TURBULENT COLLISIONS AND HIGHER ORDER TERMS 

IIi_Sçhematlçal_Introduçtion 

The recipe for the introduction of the higher order 
Beta terms can be summarized as follows. The Klimoutovich or 
Vlasov equation for the distribution function f(x,v,t) 

\ î -LF I I . 1 
with 

L = -*/v - i erx.tvl 
( V - —x , q is the charge and m the mass of the particles, 
E_in plasma is the electrostatic fluctuating field) can be 
separated as usual in fluctuating and average parts: 

with the usual notation 

and B=l-A denotes the fluctuating part of everything to its 
right. 

The free propagator in the average field L is 
defined by 

% U0(fc,M« Lit) U.(Uo) 
II. 4 

In the simple case of linear trajectories this reduces to 

'Vkifc.v.). -^.v ii.u(t.) I I > 5 
and the solution is a simple finite displacement operator in 

U, (t,M = e 
II. 6 
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Solution of (II.3) can be obtained as 

f'/thjd*' u0(t,tj [L'WÇW +*L7wf/e)] I I - 7 a 

to 
or 

II. 7b 
where time dependence is taken into account by the notation if-
which denotes the time convolution. This solution is formal 
since it is an integral equation which remains to be solved. 

Substitution of (II.7) intc (II.3) is equivalent 
to an iteration and gives 
'Î.F'sLF' + L'Ç v-BL'U^L'f ^--^>L'l^*-•B.L'F, 

fcl ' II.3b 
A simple handwaving argument can be applied in the last term 
in the r.h.s. : in "bL'?' = L' } ' - 4l.'f'> , the projector 
B means that the average has to be substracted from L' f ' . In 
the final calculation of average quantities the (_' cannot 
be taken in average with Z : simple averages involving this 
last L can only be taken ; 
i) either with the other L which yields 

ii) either with other fluctuating quantities which will appear 
to the right. This case can be schematized by an arrow 

ti — I 
which indicates that \j is operated by U 0 but is excluded 
from the bracket average. 
The last term in (II.3b) nhus involves at least the above two 
terms, and (II.3b) can be written: 

AhM yV^^W*^^**^^* -* II. 8 

Both underlined terms can be used to define an average renorma-
lized propagator V and the solution writes 

II.9 
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When substituted into (II.2) this result allows us to write 
the average equation _ 

% f . Lf f <L;VC#L'K • <L'V°*BL'U0*L'>Ê 

fr s ii.io 
In the r.h.s. the first term describes free motion in the 
average field, the second term a turbulent collision term 
(here in the weak-coupling RQL approximation). The third and 
4th terms are higher order corrections to this approximation 
of the turbulent collisions. The complete expression fcr the 
collision appears to be in this handwaving derivation: 

15 . * 
II.li 

Actually the last term ( equivalent to the Dupree Beta term /2/) 
is of the type 

<L'L»> <L'F'> 

which involves the complete £lb) : Eq. 11.11 still remains an 
integral equation for £ , which describe some kind of 
renormalization or shielding of the RQL-weak coupling appro
ximation given by 

The purpose of the present work is to elucidete the role of 
such higher-order implicit terms in the equation which defines 
the turbulent collisions. 

ïïi§_§iEEiê_SSi2!iii£i2S 

This above schematical introduction of the higher 
order terms can be made slightly more precise by considering 
the wave-vector dependence in Fourier transform. 
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For the case of a turbulence which is homogeneous 
in average, we have a space-independent average function 

a n d L=-v.5 

a n d L'„ * - l t ' <ti.l 

since we have no average Vlasov field. In this case (II.3a) 
writes 

11.12 
In order to perform the iteration, we write the formal 
solution for f K.VJI • Neglecting as usual the initial value 
term, the asymptotic solution writes 

r-V 11.13 
and (11.12) can be written in the form: 

Let us consider the structure of this general expression. In 
the last term, the first B to the left prescribes the fluctu
ating part of what follows. (The integral jJ-k" can be x-eplaced 
by the discrete summation ^^ with appropriate factor (%n/t.)'i 

which -re ommited here for clarity). In a homogeneous system 
this implies If ?* 0 . In the same way the second B implies 
jf+V : two values of lç_" appear to play a special role: 

i)k"=W which gives |_'uU') ^L*lt) 
which is analoguous to the Oupree Beta term 

ii)£= -V which gives L'_K,(.V)\'JV) 
i.e. a phase coherent term. 
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Neglecting higher non-coherent mode-coupling terms gives: 

•l£;'*W )'[^ii^u,.iiw(i;t ,^'<^iW"] 
II.15 

Here *--he K 1 summation is an approximate form for the complete 
mode-coupling term 'bL'f' in II.3a or II.12 : 

BUT -* Z. 4* b-',X[J * ̂ O W - < L;. L;(> fL] 
11.16 

Let us consider the structure of this equation: 
- The term ^i-'fc, f^k.\ appears as a modification of the source 

term in f : it has been interpreted by Dupree as a modifica
tion of the average function f into an "effective" average 
function : 

- The term ̂ {.ki L_k,\ appears as the weak-coupling approximation 
of the turbulent collision term ( coherent part). 

In Ref. /3/ these both terms appear as 

11.17 
i.e. a phase coherent term C'\ ( turbulei.t collisions) and 
the Beta term ( ) . This corresponds here to the turbulent 
collisions 

and the Beta term 

7 " Jo - - II.IS 
The role of the term L L' £ in Dupree's description is 
not apparent . " " 
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III. EXACT KINETIC RESULTS 

The appearance of turbulent collisions and higher 
order terms can actually be described more rigourously by 
using general expressions which have been obtained in the 
framework of our kinetic theory for plasma turbulence. 

In the kinetic regime of long times the exact 
solution of II.3a for the fluctuation;, can be written /4/ 

ç'c«.s.t). (<**' AW') L'a*) \(*.*>*) 

• 1 

n i . i 

This is a basic formula which describes the fluctuations in 
terms of the average distribution function. It holds in the 
kinetic regime of times long compared to the correlation time 
of electric field fluctuations; in such regime the influence 
of the initial fluctuation has been shown to vanish exactly /4/. 
Here A is the Weinstock propagator defined by the homogeneous 
part of Eq.(11.3a) : 

\ A(t>M = [ u u - iL'tti] AL^o) 

with At t . . i«W« AU,tj 

i.e. /5/ : 
J to 

III.2 

III.j 

III.4 

and where A. is '.he time-ordering operator /5/ which prescribes 
that in the expansion of the exponential operator in power of 
its exponent, the various operators have to be time-ordered in 
order of decreasing times when t ̂  t . 
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Solution III. J. can be checked immediately: by using (III.2) , 

Eq.(III.l) gives (II.3a) (see III.4). 

This simple exact solution allows us to write 

the average equation (II.2) as 

% { ' LÛt) +6(U] f (t| 
III. 5 

in terms of the complete turbulent collision operator 

III. 6 

involving the turbulent propagator defined by the kinetic 

equation itself; 

\ v u , M . [ im + sto] WM.) 

i.e. 

V U . M - X+ 

[ i f LLtt| + 6W] 
•Ho 

This operator allows us to write the exact solution as 

III. 7 

III.8 

III. 9 

IXI.B. itération 

Let us now perform a kind of iteration of Eg.(III.l). 

A simple integral relation can be obtained between the Weinstock 

propagator / \ (III.2) and the turbulent propagator (III.7) : 

A , v + v * L&L'-G] A -. v + A * L*»-'-«3 \y 
Hl.lOa 
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i . e . 

Al^hMtih)* Je V (t,Ml>LÏ«*) - 6fM] A /M>*) 

I H . l O b 
This integral equation can be deduced from (III.2) by 

treating as a perturbation: 

By substituting (III. 10) into (III.l) we immedia

tely obtain the following iterated formula for the fluctuating 

distribution function: 

p t u Si v(t,v.*)L7U)ftt-*) 

III.11 

By substituting this exact solution in (II. 2) we find a new 

expression for the turbulent collision term: 

CU)^L'F>6lt) 

which Is given by 

fa» 

ï f t '-f 
III.12 

Clb) = d* <L'lt)V(t lU) LWV-*)>fL^ 

+ (*t îs <L,ft|Va,V.»iLftL,£U)-6lK»fl^(t-».v*)L'^>F^*i 

III.13 
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Introducing the variable Se 5-& we have 

, , J"* 
/ 0 Jo •'a 

and finally the result can be written as ( 6 -* î ) ; 

[all fold s 4 » |«tt « jdL0 « 
Jo Jo Jo J» JO -'O 

.u <l'{t) W - « ) L,0-»)>V«U,k)f't| 
Jo 

Jo J« 

111.14 

The first term is nothing else than the RQL approximation of 

the collision term, which has been developed in plasma turbulence 

in analogy with the DIA approximation in fluid turbulence/6/.This 

approximation is obtained by replacing in the exact expression 

(III.6) the fluctuating trajectories described by the Weinstock 

propagator /\ by the average turbulent trajectories described 

by the turbulent propagator V • T n « second term in (III.14) 

takes into account the deviation from the RQL description, by 

means of (^l-'-&) 

ïiïi5i_Bi3îîfE_2EâSE_£SESS_feëX2Sâ_3Qî! 

In order to make a bridge with the more intuitive 

calculation of Section II, it is interesting to put this 

correction in another form. From (III.l) we have indeed: 

Jo 

111.15 

Since 

111.16 

we can write (III.14) as : 
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+ [îi <L,(t)^b1v.l)^L'^)CsA^,v-*-0L7u-i))v/u.c,t)Fay 

. p« ^L'uiV/b.v-*) 6Lh.*) f'(Uj) 
I I I . 1 7 

When compared with 11.11 the present exact result (III. 17) can 

be analyzed as follows. The first term is the ROL approximation 

of the collision term, while the first term in II. ll only 

represents the quasi-linear result ( A —* U« ) . The second 

term in (III.17) is a generalization of the second term of (11.11) 

i.e. a term involving at least three fluctuating fields; here 

A remains a fluctuating quantity which may introduce corre

lations between four fields, a.s.o. The third term in (III.17) 

is the general form of the Beta term obtained in (il.ll). The 

present general formulation avoids using ^proximate treatments 

of averages like that denoted by the arrci, in Eq.(ll.ll) and 

avoids elimination of higher order mode-coupling effects. 

Moreover it allows to exhibit the implicit feature of this 

higher order Beta term: the deviation of 6 from the RQL appro

ximation of <» involves a Beta term which depends on & 

itself; this was already apparent in Eq. (11.11) where ^t-'p'} 

was given in terms of ^U'f'^ • 

In summary, we have shown that the turbulent 

collision term involves a first lowest order approximation 

(QLin 11.11, RQL in III.17) plus higher order terms which 

have been calculated. This latter correction involves an 

important , so-called Beta term, which actually depends on 

the complete collision term ( "implicit" terms ). 

ïïïi2i_èEEE2SiSiÈi2S5 

Two levels of approximation can be used to 

describe (III.14). 
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1°. The RQL approximation for & Is solution of the 

non-linear equation (replace A by V* in III. 12): 

G c [S* <L'*) V^t.Ui L7u,>Vfl£-,,tJ 

Jo III.18 
w i t h , V 

J Uv Lut-} • <S- B W M] 

" u III. 19 

2". Higher order corrections can be obtained by replacing 

A by V in the iterated formula obtained in (III.14) . 

In this higher approximation we have 

Ctt) = fa* <L'(fc) \m,V-*)L7V-n> Va.*,t)f<tj 
Jo 

JSp.<L'tt)«^»îlftLïkiI.*^]V^1V.».OL'lv-»-.J>V^Mlt)F«t 

Jo *o 
III.20 

This equation is the main tractable result of the present 

work. It represents a highly non-linear equation for the 

collision term of the average equation 

% f z Lf + CltJ 

described in an approximation which goes beyond the RQL 

description. The calculation of an approximate solution for 

this new closed equation is left for future work. 
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IV. NON-ASYMPTOTIC TREATMENT FOR TURBULENT COLLISIONS 

An integjjall equation similar to (III. 17) 

for the collision term of Eq.(II.2) has been obtained from 

the Vlasov equation directly /6/. we will show here that the 

physical content of the different terms appearsto be quite 

different. 

lV i_A i_Intggral_eguation 

The fluctuating equation (II.3) can be written in 

the form 

\ f M t ^ f +l'f -<LT> 
IV. 1 

This form naturally introduces the exact propagator U defined 

by 

IV. 2 

i.e. [V[Ûb'] + L7t')J 

IV. 3 

Contrary to the Weinstock propagator, the exact propagator 

[} does not prescribe all intermadiate states to be fluctu

ating ones: U allows "transitions" from an average "state" to 

a fluctuating one, and vice-versa. The Weinstock propagator A 

(III.3) in turns describes the irreducible propagation of 

fluctuating states /4/. 

Solution of (IV.1) can be written ( neglecting 

the initial fluctuation): 

IV. 4 

i.e. 

f --U*L'f - U*4L'F'> 

IV. 5 
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The collision term becomes: 

IV. 6 

This last term, which makes the equation implicit for C , 

is apparently similar to the implicit terms obtained in Sections 

II and III. We will show however that the Beta term actually 

comes from a part of the first term in the r.h.s. of IV.6. 

IViBi_Three_oont-ibutions_to_the_çollision_tem. 

Let us transform Eg.(IV.6) in order to introduce 

explicitly a first term which in the asymptotic limit (t —»-*») 

gives the RQL approximation. For this, we simply decompose 

U = Û +u' 
IV. 7 

where the average 0 of the exact propagator actually tends 

to the average turbulent propagator V (III.8) in the limit 

of time intervals long compared to the correlation time of 

electric field fluctuations. Then (IV.6) becomes: 

where the three contributions are given by 

IV.8 

CE(fc|s (** <L'lUU'UlU)L
,<W.)>ï*»-»J 

ft»l 
IV.9 

IV. 10 

IV. 11 

IViÇi_Identities_between_various_groga2atorsi 

In order to build a bridge between the present 

treatment and the asymptotic results of Section III, we have 

to calculate U ' in terms of A and V . For this, we have 
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to derive from the definitions of the propagators some simple 

exact relations in the form of integral equations. 

Let us first derive the (integral) relation 

between U and U a : 

U . U 0 •• U 0 * L' U 
IV.12 

which is readily obtained from (IV.2) and (II.4). We have to 

note that in such relations, the two propagators in the second 

term can be equally inverted since both formulas give the same 

iterated explicit solution : 

"*s* IV. 13 

Let us now express Ue in terms of V and U e 

From (III.7) and (II.4) we have: 

V * U 0 + V *<S-U 0 

IV.14 

Combining this with (IV.12) gives 

IV. 15 

Let us also express U In terms of A • Eq.(III.2) can be 

written: 

\ A , [ Ù + L' - AL'J A 

which g i v e s _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ 

A r U - U * ft L' A 
IV.16 

Then IV.15 g i v e s 

UrU.'"VfrL'A + WL'UfrAL'A -V *6U 0 *L 'U 
IV. 17 

Here U 0 in the last term can be eliminated by using (IV.12 

and 16) : 
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U 0 *L'U -. U - U 0 r A +U*AL'A-U, 

and we f inal ly obtain 

U-.Ua+V *L'A +V <L'U*RL'A-V#s[/l-U.+U*AL'rtj 

The fluctuating part of 0 can thus be written as 

IV. 18 

IV.19a 

IV.19b 

i.e. 

U'.-V*I> ,- ,-63A •KV*L^».6]U^AL*A 

IV.20a 

or, explicitly 

(j'ffc.k-*). 
î©Va,Ke)[R)i.,^.e)-6«-ej]A^.&)V.ï) 

Lva,U)[R»l*a-c).&^-cr[ 
iz isUt^.t-OALYl-tJA^Ufc-Bj 

IV.20b 

iyiDi_Asx5Btotiç_çançellation_of Cjjf 

From the exact relation (IV.20) we can write the 

second contribution to the collision term (IV.10) in the form: 

"'" ' IV.21 

with 

IV. 22 
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CsP-
• M . z _ 

dfiVW-sjf&can-ûa-sj) dsU(Ke,U) 
4> 

IV. 23 

The total collision term (IV.8) thus writes: 

ClfcWC slU *C 1 # |{H + C x Jtj + Cmt*l 
IV. 24 

Actually one can prove that, in the asymptotic limit, two 

last terms in (IV.24) exactly cancel (see Appendix) : 

c £ i n • <£*>-• 
This implies that we have asymptotically: 

to-»-» v - " J 

IV. 25 

IV. 26 

Now this result can be proved to be identical to 

Eg.(III.14) obtained in the asymptotic description. This 

identity can be proved as follows. From (IV.9) we have indeed 

U Cx in, 11% <L'(tj vrt.v-*) L'̂ -*)> F a-*) 
*•*- J« IV. 27 

which is indeed the first term of (III.14). On the other hand, 

we have from (IV.22): 

- f ipw <L^mu)[ibat9).6a-9/|/\A.B,v-&-ot'^-sj>^>-B-^ 
Jo 'o 

IV. 28 

which is identical to the second term of (III. 14). This achieves 

the demonstration of the equivalence of (IV.26) and (III. 14) . 

We have thus seen in the general result (IV.24) 

that in the asymptotic limit of a distant initial condition, 

last twD terms exactly cancel. This means that in (IV.6) the 

last implicit term is cancelled asymptotically by a part of 
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the contribution of U in the first explicit term, and we 
remain with the asymptotic result given by the kinetic 
formulation (III.14). This remains a highly non-linear equa
tion for tne collision term, even in the approximation (III.20) 
where A h a s been replaced by V > 
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V, ANALYSIS OF THE IAGRANGIAN AUTOCORRELATION OF FIELDS. 

§E2ÏSiâS_S2£i2S• 

Let us consider the exact relation (IV.6) which 

has been derived for the turbulent collision term from the 

Vlasov or Klimontovich equation: 

citu <L'p> r cjt) - LV<L'/tj ua,v-«-)> ca-6) 
Jo V . l 

where the first term Ct_is defined in terms of the Lagrangian 

correlation batween two electric field fluctuations along the 

exact motion of the particle, which is described by the 

propagator U : 

CjkJ.C^l+VU A* <Vlh) UU.U) L7U|>Ç^"«i 

KVo 

- Jo 

V.2 

This autocorrelation of the electric field fluctuation can 

be visualized as the correlation between two points of the 

space-time (x,t) which are defined by the exact position of 

a particle which is at point x at time t and at a point 

x(t-* ) =U(t,V-*)x at time fc.x ( see Flg.l) . 

The time integral of this autocorrelation is fully similar 

to the well-known autocorrelation of fluctuating forces , which 
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appears in the classical description of Brownian motion. The 
friction coefficient of the Langevin equation 

U = - 1 v, + Xlk) * mi «JLfc V.3 
is related to the diffusion coefficient by the Eintein relation 

T V.4 
and is given by the time integral of the autocorrelation of 
the total fluctuating force F(fc) ( see p. 262 in /7/>: 

\ - X . [I* <F(tJ.?(t+*)> 
'o V.5 

Here the upper integration limit T is larger than '.he 
correlation hue ̂ .of the fluctuations, but smaller than, the 
relaxation time *\/'< : 

Zc<T < * r ^ 
V.6 

The point we want to stress here is the following« the exact 
autocorrelation has a strong peak near the origine CSjCJ^) 
but also a long negative tail; 

i -15 -iftfc-w) 

V.7 
(see Fig. 2 /8/) 

l<Ç(k). F (*•«)> 

-•^lL T &> -*•* 
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which makes that ths total integral ( from zero to infinity) 

of the autocorrelation is actually zero: 

•'o 

The finite integral however 

K O * jd* <F(fc).ra-m)> 

is a function of r which reachga quasi-plateau value ai. 

(see p. 261 In /7/) 

V.8 

V.9 

**Vr 

Ttr) 

I 
-*r 

Fig. 3 

The point we want to show here is actually very 

sim.Mar. Let us consider Eq.(V.l) and calculate the second 

term. From the exact equation for U we have: 

thus 

^>bU-. LU 

1 t Û : L Û -• C L' U'> 

This can also be written 

When substituted into (V.l) : 

dV <L'(t) U*(t,t'J>CCt'J--Cm(t) 

V . 1 0 

V . l l 

V . 1 2 

V . 1 3 
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this gives an equation where fluctuating quantities have been 

eliminated: 

•Ho 

By using partial integration 

we obtain 

CSU), eu) - [\-lui] [&' ûtt.t'j cw 

V.14 

V.15 

V.16 

By this way we have proved that 

CLtfcj«tl -LUI] \df uft.tj cm) 
to 

V.17 

This is an integral equation for C in terms of C L which 

is given by the time integral of the Lagrangian autocorrelation 

of the fields. Here the integral operator has to be inverted 

in order to determine C in terms of C L -An important 

conclusion can nevertheless be reached for a particular 

homogeneous case. 

YiSi_èS2SE£S£iS_âêSSEiE£i2S_î2E_?J2S22SSë222_âSÉ_SSSSi2S2âEZ 
turbulence 

In the asymptotic case ( Co -*•"») this equation 

becomes : 

c^w--

and 

?» <L'/bj uu,W)iu»)>Co*).[V Lw]p yt^)ca-«J 

As 

[ Writ')*"*)} 

V.18 

V.19 
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In the stationnary case t-independent, and 

Clb-*) becomes time-independent. We remain with 

C^Ct) = - Llt)Uz Vfo C 
_ V.20 

For homogeneous systems, C and V are x-independent and 

L =-X.7 (no average Vlasov field). We thus reach the 

result that for an homogeneous and statlonnarv turbulence 

the Infinite time integral of the Lagrangian autocorrelation 

of fluctuating fields vanishes in the asymptotic description: 

although the total turbulent collision term does not vanish. 

This result is very similar to Eg.(V.8) for Brownian motion. 

viDi_Çonseguençe_for_turbulent_çollisions 

This result implies that 

It is interesting to combine this result with (IV.25) 

M Cf-t AS 

When reported in Eq.(IV.24) this gives 

C A S (t) : (t) + c£iht + <£(* 

i i i 
ft Ctt) - at) + C(t) 

V.22 

V.23 

V.24 

This means that in the asymptotic analysis of the four terms 

appearing in (IV.8) for the collision term : 
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1°) last Cgr contribution (IV.11) goes to the complete result: 

a* ^L'ftju'ftHcitijscaj V.25 

2°) The contribution Zg (IV. 10) goes to _ C j : 

J« v. 26 

3°) The total collision term is given by the result of the 
kinetic method developed in Section III : 

V.27 
i.e. : 

£ W « fdi<L'(t)V(t,U)LWM>V^«.t)T't.) 

V.28 

These equation (V.25,26,28) are three independent relations. 
The importance of the last result is that it allows us to 
describe the turbulent collision term by a modification of 
the RQL approximation. The contribution of &• in (V.28) 
represents the equivalent of the Dupree Beta terms, here in 
a general form. Their importance has been proved for energy 
conservation. We will come back later to this important point. 
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Let us prove the cancellation of Cnr and C— in 

the asymptotic case. We calculate (IV.11) 

r±-t. 

J° A.l 
and use the exact asymptotic expression for C (III.12): 

** T-->P. JL J s 

A.2 

Let us modify the variables: 

T I6l 

A.3 
and eliminate g by the new variableSrsl*. We obtain: 

C £ * ta - L*' L<LlWU'ftK»!»sft<L,ft.»,«)A^-iVt/U'jLÏ»-«9>F^»
,J 

A.4 
Let us now use (V.20b) for (J : 

4- [ At* UClr-»,t.v) AL'ft-|»J A^K>,t-»VO J 
J* J A.5 

The bracket can actually be related to the exact propagator 
0 by means of (IV.16): 

*FUft-»,yML,<t')Aft,,i-»'+0 
t-V+s 

Aft-B.t-ft'+Ot 
fS'-J 
ai» uo-s.t.^Ai'a-HAa-v.Wtt'tO 

A.6 
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(where br k-t) ) . Substituting (A.6) into (A.5) gives 

fl'-S _ 

A.7 
When substituted into (A.4) this result allows us to express 
£ w *

s as : ( change tt' into V ) 

e£ft)-- A* . lit [ïi [le <L'ft)WtW[ib^KB>.̂ KBji]u^^«o> 
T-»A J 0 Ja J« 

On the other hand, C x given by (IV.23) can also be transformed 
by using 

jde ds = Us U»' - ** Ue 
-« J^ JO J0 JO JO A g 

and we obtain ( %'—«S ) : 

<LO.*4!0 AC*-»«.>-OL7V-»l>fO-») 

A. 10 

By comparing with (A.8) we have thus demontstrated the result 
(IV.25) : 

o 0 

A.11 
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